Spring 2022

Tree Project Continues

Weston Thorsell growing with his
Douglas fir seedling.

Over the past two years, more than
4,000 Douglas fir seedlings have been
planted on private property around
the qathet region through a project
called Ted Talks Through Trees. The
project continues in 2022, and each
year a large portion of the seedlings
have been donated through PRT
Growing Services Ltd. on Vancouver
Island.
With the passing of our board
member, Ted Crossley, in 2019, an
idea was born to honour him through
a project to increase the number of
trees in the Powell River region.
Ted often spoke about trees, and
nurtured the trees on his own
property, finding solace within their
presence.
Our long-time board member, Lesley
Thorsell, envisioned an evening
fundraiser at Little Hut Curry. With
Mohinder’s help, the restaurant was
sold out and those who gathered did
so to support the purchase of
seedlings that would be planted in the
spring 2020 on private properties
throughout the region.

The 2020 season of tree planting was a great success. We purchased 500
seedlings and received 1,660 more donated through PRT. And so, emboldened,
we did it all again in 2021. That year we again brought 2,160 into the region for
planting, all donated by PRT, and delivered by MLCS volunteers.
Trees provide great habitat for wildlife, shade and cooler temperatures
during the summer and warmth during the winter. They are carbon sinks, and
refresh the air we breathe. They mitigate stormwater runoff by using the water
saturating soils for growth. They provide stability on uneven ground and a
canopy allowing the forest floor to flourish.
We selected species indigenous to this area that can adapt to a changing
climate and are easily maintained.
Now we are in 2022 and we are doing it again. This year we are asking for a
donation of funds from those wishing to plant. It is easy to donate. You can do
so through our website at www.malaspinaland.ca, or by e-transfer to
info@malaspinaland.ca. Any donation over $20 can receive a charitable tax
receipt, and we are asking for a minimum donation of $5.
With your help, we’re greening up back and front yards around the region.
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Farmland Forever
This article was first printed in qathet Living Magazine’s
insert “Home Grown” page 23, spring 2021.
People have farmed the earth for thousands of years.
Soil has been built up, depleted, nourished, starved,
understood and misunderstood in a quest for food.
With plants packing a punch of nutritious energy,
how do we protect those lands and the food they
provide into the future?
In the 1970s the BC government initiated the
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), an unusually
progressive action in North America. Urban sprawl
had been chewing up the land. So, 4.7 million
hectares, roughly 5% of the province, were set aside
for food sustainability, and the ALR designation has
protected those lands for 50 years. However, nothing
is perfect.
A small proportion of currently farmed land is
within the ALR. Other farmland is held by families, or
receives agricultural zoning by a local municipality.
Farmers pass on, farms pass on, and there is little one
can do, except cross fingers, to ensure that foodgrowing history continues. Little, that is, until a
conservation covenant is placed on the land.
Imagine you need to sell your farm. This farm has
been worked by your family for 60 years and the soil
is rich. You’ve built it up and tended it with your bare
hands. You’ve grown a vast variety of produce each

Life Within a Covenant

year and sold it to your own community at the
farmers’ market. You’ve toured people around,
teaching them where their food comes from. Now
you’re wondering what will happen after you leave.
You can create a legally-binding document that
details your wishes. You can designate that a portion
or all of your farm remains in food production,
suggest the type of farming that can be used and
provide a statement of agricultural values. This
becomes your conservation covenant.
The covenant is placed on the title of the property
and “runs with the land”, legally binding the future
owner to abide by your wishes. If the property is
within the ALR, the covenant cannot restrict
agricultural potential, sits below the ALR on the title
and permission from the Agricultural Land
Commission needs to be sought. In this case, the
covenant provides a second layer of defence to
maintain agricultural integrity should the need arise.
Westcoast Environmental Law created “Greening
Your Title,” a wonderful resource should you be
interested in protecting your property. Contact your
lawyer, and work with a land conservancy or local
government. Know that preserving your farmland
protects food security for generations to come.

MLCS holds covenants over two parcels of land within the
Powell River region. One of these parcels is on Fernwood
Avenue and owned by two of our board members and
family. On the area outside the covenant, Justin and Rachel,
together with their dogs Duchess and Percy, look after
senior chickens.
Every year, we go on at length about the benefits of
living on a covenanted property. This year, we thought
we'd talk to friends about what it’s like to visit. We have
a dear friend here now from Victoria, and she says the
following:
“Coming from a place that is losing its natural beauty,
it's wonderful coming to a property that marries
residential living with the protection of our forests.
Residential and commercial development has swiftly
eradicated so many of our natural wonders in our
cities, and increasingly in our rural communities.
“Knowing that my friends can act as stewards for
beautiful forest in an impossibly difficult housing time
gives me hope that other communities will follow with
protecting the natural settings that are left and finding
folks who will care for the trees.”
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What’s Happening to the Weather?
Yesterday it snowed. It was April 12 and the
temperature dropped at least 8 degrees C
within an hour. This morning, while
looking across to patches of snow reaching
sea level on Vancouver Island, husband and
I talked about resilience within our garden,
an often contemplated topic.
Last week I planted peas; a few days ago
the beans went in. Then there was frost and
snow. We have no idea what’s happening
under the surface of the soil layer on top of
the seeds. The peas look to be doing okay,
but we wonder about the other food - the
leeks leftover from last year, garlic, kale and
Swiss chard all of which seem to have
survived -10 degrees this winter.
Why resilience? The last two years have
shown us how supply chains can be
disrupted. Remember the raid on toilet
paper? Well, that was an indication of what
could happen in our grocery stores if we’re
not self-sufficient. Oh, hold on, remember
the empty shelves? Look how much prices
have risen. Did incomes skyrocket during
the pandemic? Our dollar is being stretched
beyond its limit - we’re spending more,
bringing in less, and the trajectory is
obvious.
As we sipped our morning coffee (fair
trade, organically grown in Peru,
distributed from Chicago, packaged in
Vancouver and trucked up to our Powell
River store and into our home - I was given
four coffee beans a few years ago and
regrettably didn’t put them into the ground)
we talked about planning our garden. Each
year I get the lawn mower out perhaps
seven times and mow the ridiculous
amount of grass in our back and front yards.
Why?
What is grass good for? Off the top of my
head, I’m thinking it holds the soil together,
reduces stormwater runoff, reduces the
temperature of the underground
environment, provides hiding places for
surfacing worms, dandelions love it, so does
moss. Do we need it?

Could we carve it up and create more
garden beds, nurture the soil, add in our
compost and grow next year’s food? The
reduction of mowing, and the feeling of
satisfaction from eating a dinner entirely
from the garden, sounds so very appealing.
Hold on! Before we grab the shovels,
perhaps we need to contemplate more than
ourselves. What we’re thinking about here
is sounding very much like the thought
pattern that leads to clear-cutting forests,
draining wetlands, polluting oceans.
Husband said, we humans are the cause of
increasing tornadoes. Wow! There in a
nutshell we can taste the issue. Remember
the dustbowl? Landslides, flooding, sink
holes, drought. Human caused.
We’re at a point of “damned if we do,
damned if we don’t.” So what’s the answer?I
don’t know. However, what seems to be
clear is the need to think about tomorrow
and next year and the next decade, next
century. We need to look to the long-term.
How does our attempt to increase our food
sufficiency affect the environment in years
to come?
The precautionary principle slows down
our quick decisions. It allows us to think
through the possibilities and problems we
might cause by acting through reacting. We
clear forests thinking we need the timber
and we can regrow the resource. We drill
into the ground to remove the last vestiges
of oil and in so doing release natural gas
into the atmosphere and cause minor
earthquakes. We purchase avocados from
Mexico and coffee from Peru without a
second thought except, gosh, avocados are
now selling for $4 each! How can that be?
Do we throw money at an issue, like
building nesting poles (think $20,000) for
bald eagles because we’re knocking down
the large trees situated beside the food
source they use for raising young?
Read “What is a Land Conservancy” on the
next page and get in touch. Together we
might be able to hatch a plan.
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Who We Are

MLCS Board
Clockwise:
Justin Frazer
Rachel LeBlanc
Rob Southcott
Lesley Thorsell
Gord Kennedy
Volunteer Staff
left to right
Janet Southcott
Kelly Chapman

Start Young with Forest Lore
One of our board members,
Lesley, has written a children’s
book! Faerie Takes a Tumble is set
in Ireland with a feisty eco faerie
who wants to protect her
kingdom and ends up needing
help herself from her forest
friends.

TreeSisters and
PROWLS, so that
with each book
you are planting a
tree and rescuing
wildlife! What
could be better?

The story has a lovely message of
“Be the Change” and is a great
gift for all ages. Orders can be
placed at lthorsell@yahoo.com
and $1 of each book goes to

What is a Land Conservancy?
A land conservancy is a non-profit, charitable organization
committed to the long-term protection of natural and/or cultural
heritage. A land conservancy may own land itself, or it may enter
into conservation covenants with property owners to protect or
restore natural or heritage features on the owner’s land. Land
trusts also engage in stewardship, restoration and management of
lands. The terms land trust and land conservancy are often used
interchangeably.

Join Us
Perhaps we are biased, but we believe we are a nice
bunch of people to work with. Why not join us? We
have various places for volunteers, and with our
progress into owning interest in land, we are having
more opportunities for members to participate in
rehabilitation and restoration activities. There is
always room for more board members, too, so get in
touch!

How to
get in
touch...

If you wish to become a member, are looking for more information, or have land to conserve
through purchase, donation or conservation covenant, please contact us.

Send mail to Malaspina Land Conservancy Society
3852 Gordon Avenue
Powell River, B.C. Canada V8A 2T5
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http://malaspinaland.ca
info@malaspinaland.ca
604.485.0077

